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Materials Required: 
1. White mailing tube 41x 320mm 

2. Sosatie Stick

3. Cheap thin white fabric (2 pieces of +-150cm x 7cm)

4. Small square of foam sheet

5. Small square of cardboard

6. Scissors

7. Pencil

8. Glue Stick

9. Pastel crayons

10. Brush 

11. Water in a jug

12. Dala Tempera Blocks – shades of Frozen, i.e. white, blue, purple, pink

13. X1 pipe cleaner (blue, silver or white)

14. Star stickers (silver and/or gold)

15. Silver/ blue glitter

16. Silver and/or blue ribbon (same length as fabric pieces)

17. Hand towel

18. Any pasta



Using a sosatie stick punch 
2 holes through one of the 
tube’s lids. 

Stick the snowflake onto a 
square piece of cardboard. 
Now your stamp is ready! 

1 Cut 2 X fabric strips of roughly 
150cm x 7cm each (the fabric 
on the photo is folded in half, 
so total length of fabric strips 
should be +- 4 X length of the 
tube)

2 Cut the pieces of ribbon the 
same length as the fabric 
strips. We used silver and light 
blue ribbon.
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Round the edges of the 
snowflake.7 8
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Prepare this part before the party begins

How to create snowflake 
stamps: Draw a 3-line star 
on a square of foam sheet 
(our square was 8cm x 8cm)

Prepare each workstation with: 
the mailing tube, pastel crayons, 
water colour paint, fabric, pencil, 
scissors, foam sheet and 
cardboard square. Hand the 
brushes out when the class starts 
as some kids will start painting 
with water before the class starts. 

It helps to reveal the other 
materials (pipe cleaner, pasta, 
stars) later to keep the children 
engaged and excited.
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5 6 Cut our the snowflake 
around the pencil drawn 
star (foam sheets are really 
easy to cut).
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Add lots of paint to your 
stamp (it’s okay if you get 
paint on the cardboard). 
The less water you use the 
thicker the paint will be 
and the clearer your 
stamp will come out.
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Continue applying paint to 
the stamp and stamping 
until both the fabric strips 
are covered with 
snowflakes.

Press the stamp down onto 
the fabric.10 11 12 Put the fabric strips 

aside to dry and start 
decorating your mailing 
tube with pastel 
crayons.

Go around the room and 
add a dash of glitter on the 
wet paint for those who 
want.

Paint the mailing tube with 
‘Frozen’ colours – mix blue 
and white to get light blue. 
See the watercolours resist 
the pastel crayons.

13 14 15 Hand out the pipe cleaners, 
one per child. Let the 
children put the pipe 
cleaner through the holes.

Place the centre of the 
fabric strips and ribbons in 
the centre of the lid 
between the pipe cleaners. 
Show the children how to 
twist the pipe cleaners to 
hold the fabric and ribbons 
in place.

Collect your fabric, hold it in 
the centre as shown above. 
It’s ok if it’s not a 100% dry 
yet. Add the ribbons.

16 17 18 Before the children put 
their lids on. Hand out 20 
pieces of pasta to each 
child. Let them count the 
pasta pieces as they drop 
them into the tube.
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Shaking games!

Play and Stop Listening Game.
Like musical chairs, but with shaking. Start the music and tell everyone to starts shaking their music makers. 

When the music stops, they need to stop shaking! Put the music on nice and loud to create excitement. There 

are no winners, it’s just for fun! 

Play on the rhythm of the music.
Play the Frozen song ‘Let it Go’ and show the children how to shake their music makers on the rhythm of the 

music. Try a bit louder, then a bit softer. Start and stop it in-between, repeating the play and stop listening 

game with a rhythm this time. 

Move it Game
Now add moves to the rhythm. Shake your music maker high up above your head, then down low at your 

toes, then in the front at your belly button, then behind your back. Try calling “left” and then ”right” as well 

and see if everyone can follow. Repeat this a few times. You can also add in a “go crazy” command. 
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19 Put the lid with the fabric 

and ribbons attached back 

on the mailing tube. Make 

sure it is closed properly.

20 Hand out the star stickers. 

Let the children decorate 

with stars. 

21 Voilà, your Frozen snow 

storm music maker is 

complete! Now it’s time to 

start playing some games.


